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Introduction
As far as Russian rifles are concerned, I work on Mosin Nagant’s nowadays but in my military years I use to work on SKS, RPK and
AK variants. After leaving the military and when working on the Saudi/Yemen border I came across the Dragunov SVD. I never had
time to evaluate the rifle but I did get into a shooting competition with some Bedouin, my iron sighted FAL against their iron
sighted SVD and needless to say I lost. More recently this brush with the SVD rekindled my interest and after doing some research
decided to go ahead and purchase one.

In the UK you cant purchase a Dragunov, but
you can purchase its civilian counterpart which
is the Tigr self loading hunting rifle, again UK
restrictions do not permit semi-automatic rifles therefore we have to settle for a single shot version. I purchased the 05 model
which has the long 620mm barrel, flash eliminator and wooden furniture but avoided buying the POSP 8x42 scope setup as I
wanted to fit my own more powerful scope.
I have worked on, repaired, restored and owned Sniper Rifles all my life and taking the Tigr out of the box for the first time after
all those years provided me with somewhat of an odd feeling. As a buyer I have to remember that this rifle is that it not a typical
western precision sniper rifle, it does not have that solid build quality that you can expect from an Accuracy International for
example, when cycling on an empty magazine it sounds distinctly tinny, it feels light in comparison for such a long rifle. Technically
it is not a sniper rifle and despite its appearance its not a AK derivative, all of which makes you wonder what you have purchased
for £2000. Keen to find out, I took the rifle down the range, using iron sights and without any preparation other than drying the
barrel and oiling the working parts I achieved a 1” group at 100yrds which I considered to be very good as the factory test group
stated 48mm.
History
The Tigr heralds from the military Dragunov SVD which entered service in 1963, it was designed not as a Sniper rifle but as a
infantry squad marksman's rifle allowing the typical rifle squad to engage precision targets beyond the limit of its AK47’s. Using
the powerful 7.62x54R cartridge, precision targets could be engaged at 800yrds and beyond. However in the absence of a more
dedicated sniper rifle the SVD was inevitably going to used as a dedicated sniper rifle and to this end it has proved to be reliable,
robust, effective and deadly. The semi-automatic SVD is somewhat unique in the world of sniper rifles as most sniper rifles are bolt
action, however such is its effectiveness that it is in service with many countries and continues in production to this day in both its
military and civilian derivatives.
To accommodate the 7.62x54R cartridge the rifles gas system uses a short stroke mechanism better suited to the cartridge’s
pressure cycle. Instead of “driving” the piston, the short stroke impacts the piston head and then the momentum carries out the
operating cycle. An advantage of this operating system is there is less moving mass and therefore less disturbance of the rifle
during operation. To make the rifle UK legislative compliant, there is no gas vent in the barrel and no piston assembly.
Build Specification
When I purchased the rifle my build specification was to keep things fairly simple, fit a Russian patriot scope mount, purchase a
good quality Russian scope with a magnification of approximately x16, purchase a superior bipod and fit a rubber butt pad.
However as I will explain over the next few pages, matters were not going to be quite so simple.
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Receiver
The SVD receiver is 290mm long and just under 35mm wide not including the scope bracket and appears to be machined from a
one piece casting. Whilst substantial in its construction the use of axis pins, studs and spot welds is prolific. Machining operations

appear to be good with no burrs or tooling marks but having
said that the overall finish is typically military and therefore
robust.
Externally and starting from the front, there are two grooves
either side of the receiver 34mm long, that permit the fitting of
a bipod. On the left hand side above the groove is a large
pinned stud. This stud, working together with a cam on the bolt
causes the bolt to rotate into the locked position as the bolt
and its carrier move forward. Continuing on the left side is
some engraving “Tigr Izhmash, Waff Schu DE2014, this was
done after the receiver was finished and in my opinion is German. The engraving on the right side is Russian was done
before the finish was applied and indicates manufacturer, calibre, country of origin and serial number. Further to the rear is
the scope mounting bracket which is welded in place. On the
right side is the safety lever and the top cover release lever.
Although it appears very crude the safety lever is very effective
and serves two functions, it prevents the bolt and its carrier
from travelling sufficient to the rear to feed a cartridge from
the magazine, it prevents the trigger and its tripping lever from
rotating and thus the sear cannot release the hammer.
Internally and starting from the front of the receiver is the
barrel, this screws into the receiver in the traditional manner.
Directly behind the barrel is the locking recess. Running the full
length of the receiver and integral on both sides is a parallel rail
which supports and guides the bolt carrier. Integral on the left
rail and behind the magazine well is the ejector and to the rear are four recesses which
permit the removal of the carrier and its bolt for maintenance and cleaning.
Dropping into the centre of the receiver and behind the magazine well is the self
contained trigger group. This assembly is held in place by a front pin and the shaft of
the safety lever. The trigger group contains the trigger, tripping lever, sear, hammer,
magazine hold open device, associated springs and the magazine catch assembly.
With the safety lever off and the hammer held on the tripping lever, the carrier
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locks the bolt and at the same time releases the
tripping lever (mechanical safety) which releases
the hammer onto the sear. Pulling the trigger,
pulls the trigger bar, which rotates the sear and
releases the hammer, this in turn strikes the firing
pin. Rearward movement of the carrier recocks
the hammer on the tripping lever and only by
releasing the trigger can the cycle be repeated.
The trigger is double pull only and has a smooth
but long release at 3.4lbs. The spring loaded hold
open device is held in its lower most position by its spring. However with a magazine applied the
lug on the magazine platform overcomes the spring and forces the hold open device up and into
the path of the bolt, holding it to the rear and indicating the need for a replacement magazine.
The magazine catch assembly is a typical spring loaded lever which must be depressed to
release the magazine. To replace the magazine the front of the magazine is tipped forward and
engaged into the receiver, the magazine is pulled backward and upwards until it engages and
locks in the magazine catch. To do so acquires some force, therefore until the user becomes
accustomed to this procedure it can be a little awkward.
Top Cover Assembly
The top cover assembly is a pressed steel cover that serves three purposes, prevents the ingress of debris, moisture etc into the
working parts, prevents unsafe access to moving parts and contains the return spring assembly. The return spring assembly
consists of a mounting block and two springs held in place by a rod and two sleeves. The mounting block locks the top cover in
place and the return spring absorbs the recoil
energy and returns the bolt and carrier to battery.
One downside to this style of top cover is removing it for cleaning without disturbing the scope
and its zero. I will discuss this problem in more
detail in the scope mount section.

Barrel
The barrel assembly consists of the rearsight,
frontsight, gas assembly and flash eliminator. Unlike the Dragunov, the civilian Tigr is not fitted
with a bayonet lug. Not including the flash eliminator the barrel is 620mm long, has a 1 in 10 twist
and is relatively light by sniper barrel standards. Another unique feature is both the chamber and the bore are chromed lined.
Remember this rifle was originally designed as a marksman rifle to project squad firepower beyond 400yrd engagements and
therefore a greater rate of fire was required. The chrome line bore reduces the level of wear from a hotter barrel, protects the
barrel more effectively from the elements and any loss of accuracy as a result of the chrome is negligible.
To accommodate the 7.62x54R cartridge the rifles gas system uses a short stroke mechanism better suited to this cartridge’s
pressure cycle. Instead of “driving” the piston,
the short stroke impacts the piston head and
then the momentum carries out the operating
cycle.
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An advantage of this operating system is there is less
moving mass and therefore
less disturbance of the rifle
during operation.
As this is a UK spec rifle the
gas block is in place but
there is no gas vent. To
maintain the rifles appearance the gas tube has been
retained but there is no piston or pusher rod assembly. Therefore with this
specification, muzzle velocity will be slightly higher as
no gas is being tapped off
to cycle the action. Although I miss the use of semi automatic rifles since the UK ban in the late eighty's there is one advantage to the lack of gas parts,
in that there is less parts to clean.
At the front of the barrel is the muzzle assembly which is fitted with the foresight block. As the gas system runs along the top of
the barrel, then both the rear sight and foresight have to align above the gas system which rises the line of sight approximately
one and half inches above the bore. Fine adjustment is obtained by rotating the foresight blade for elevation/depression or moving
the foresight left/right for windage. The rearsight consists of a simple ramp affair which provides increments from 100 - 1200
meters. Integral to the foresight block is the flash eliminator, it is not a muzzle break as the amateur experts keep telling me and
its design is very similar to that found on the early British L1A1 rifle. In practice I find when shooting prone, it does tend to kick up
a lot of debris which is a negative from a Snipers point of view.
Bolt & Bolt Carrier
The bolt as shown on the left in the image below and is somewhat unusual in appearance. What can be best described as the bolt
head, contains the bolt face, extractor, ejector slot and locking cam.
At the rear of the bolt head, is a long shaft which contains the spring
loaded firing pin. When assembled the Bolt is supported by the bolt
carrier which is shown in the right image.
The bolt carrier is a substantial, heavy affair which is solid in construction. The central tube supports the bolt and the locking cam on the
bolt heads engages with the cam in the carrier. The two horizontal ribs
either side of the carrier engage and permit the whole bolt assembly
to cycle along the receiver body which in my opinion is a very effective
design.
To describe the semi automatic operation of the bolt assembly, gas is
tapped off through the gas vent and hits the piston head, the piston
moves rearward in a short stroke and strikes the pusher rod which in
turn strikes the head of the carrier. At this point the carrier is fully
forward and the bolt is mechanically locked. Momentum drives the carrier rearwards approximately 4mm during which time the
bullet has left the bore and pressure has dropped to a safe level. At that point, the cam in the carrier starts to rotate and unlock
the bolt which at the same time causes primary extraction. The carrier continues to the rear for approximately another 10mm
where the bolt is now fully unlocked and allowed to travel rearwards with the carrier and withdraws the empty cartridge case out
of the chamber until it strikes the ejector, pivots on the extractor and out of the ejection port. The carrier together with bolt
continue to the rear, compressing the hammer until its rearward momentum is exhausted and the return spring asserts itself,
driving the bolt assembly forwards.
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As the bolt head approaches the magazine the large projection at the bottom of the bolt face
strikes the rim of top cartridge in the magazine and drives the case into the chamber. The bolt is
then arrested and the carrier continues forward, rotating and locking the bolt where the cycle is
then repeated. There is no feed ramp in the receiver, therefore to assist in this process there are
two tiny chamfered edges in the magazine which provide the correct feed angle.
Unlike most western designs the cocking handle is integral with the carrier, this has advantages
and disadvantages, the only advantage is it is not a separate component and therefore it is easier
and cheaper to manufacture, disadvantage it that it can catch on equipment or your fingers.
As this rifle is a UK specification model, there are no gas parts and therefore its operation is
manual only. Unlike other semi automatic 7.62mm rifles when converted to single/manual shot,
this rifle does not suffer from hard extraction.
Magazine
As with all Russian magazines from this design period they are extremely well made, very strong
and very reliable. Manufactured from press steel stampings and spot welded together they can
take substantial abuse before failure. This particular magazine has a 10rd capacity and can be
stripped for cleaning by removing the bottom plate, followed by the spring and the magazine
platform. The magazine platform is plastic and at the rear of the platform is a projection. This
projection operates the hold open device, holding back the working parts when the last round
has been ejected from the rifle.
Woodwork
When purchasing the Tigr, you can choose from a number of stock options in wood or plastic.
I choose this model as I especially wanted wood, coupled with the longer barrel. Both the
handguards and the butt are manufactured from plywood and are manufactured to a reasonable quality. The handguards are painted with a brown matt finish and the butt is lacquered, with

both finishes appearing robust, however one minor criticism, the finish of the
butt and handguards is different which strikes me as odd. To allow the user to
access the gas parts for cleaning, the handguards can be easily removed by the
release of a catch as shown in the above right hand image. The butt on the other
hand, can only be removed with the use of tools and the removal of various
screws. The handguards have heat vents, fit well and are numbered to match the
rifle. The butt whilst reasonable well made has a number of short comings which
don't become apparent until you shoot the rifle.
The butt is very short which places your face close up to the rear of the receiver,
especially if your shoot iron sights only. The rifle is relatively light, coupled with
the 7.62x54R cartridge, which equates to a hefty recoil and a sore nose or cheek
if your not careful. The simple butt plate doesn't help either and permits all that
recoil energy to transfer into the shoulder or if unprepared a painful collar bone.
The clip-on cheek pad cannot be used if the shooter wants to shoot iron sights
only, it is only suitable when a scope is fitted. Therefore to improve on matters
you need to extend the butt or replace it.
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As far as the UK is concerned aftermarket accessories are somewhat
limited, there is only one UK supplier and he is limited to the basic parts
and companies like Brownells don't carry any SVD parts.
There are suppliers in the States or Russia but Russia is a no-go at the
moment because of the various embargoes, which surprisingly brings
me to eBay. A shooting friend highlighted a high quality wood set from
eBay and of all places Russia (the world is a funny place). Whilst made
from laminate, it is good quality, has a very good finish and adds
another 2” to the butt length which is a perfect alternative but be
warned it is not cheap. Fitting the new replacement furniture is not hard but does require a little trimming and a screw fitting.
Scope & Scope bracket
Traditionally buyers in the UK tend to purchase the POSP Military Scope range as this is the most readily available but I didn't want
to limit my scope choice to a x4 or x6
scope. Therefore my plan was to keep
the Russian appearance but to purchase a Patriot mount and a Pilade x10
scope with a Dragunov reticule. Both
items came from the US/Russian company Kalinka and this is where my
problems began.
The Patriot mount is relatively expensive and billed as “top of the range”,
however it was beset with problems.
The pictinney rail was not central to the bore, in fact it was off-centre by 4mm, the rail was
angled to the left to such a degree it was impossible to zero the scope and the top cover could
not be removed without removing the mount. At my cost I corrected all these faults as shown
in the left hand image, however when I came to test fire the rifle the recoil stop bent and
buckled under the recoil forces. Kalinka were very good and refunded the money but for me
this mount was a disaster and therefore I had to seek an alternative.
The alternative came from Israel and FAB defence, it was slightly
cheaper than the Patriot mount but was a far superior design.
The recoil stop was integral with the clamping mechanism, the
rail was perfectly aligned with the bore and the top cover could
be removed for cleaning. If you look at the two designs from a
manufacturers standpoint the FAB is simply miles ahead, anodised it consists of the mount and two parts, the Patriot on the
other hand has fifteen parts and a painted finish because of its
magnesium alloy construction.
To keep the Russian appearance I choose the Pilade 2-10x52
scope which was also supplied by Kalinka but is manufactured
by VOMZ in Vologda, Russia and I am told by a instrument
technician that these are good and robust scopes, but more later. When I purchase a rifle, I also plan the scope and for this rifle I
planned engagement distances up to 600-800yrds and therefore wanted an ideal magnification of x16 but no less than x10. No
matter how much I searched I could not find a Russian scope with a magnification greater than x10. POSP scopes designed for the
SVD have magnification no greater than x8. I find it very strange that an accurate rifle with a capability of 600yrds plus is being
limited by a x4 , x6 or x8 scope.
Kalinka advertise their scopes with the following “You can't find a magnesium alloy, nitrogen purged zoom scope providing this
type of performance at this price anywhere else.
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Remember that only the Russians make such high quality scopes at these prices”. Comments like these usually give me cause for
concern but at a shade under $300 I felt the risk was minimal and therefore I went ahead and purchased the Pilade 2-10x52 with
the Dragunov reticule. On first impressions the scope lacks the sophistication of western designs and appears dated, the scope
operates in the first focal plane (FFP) and therefore the reticule changes in size with the increase or decrease of the magnification

ring. External finish is a reasonable painted finish similar to the patriot mount which reflects the scopes construction in magnesium
alloy. With this type of scope technology, coupled with average lens quality, explains the moderate prices charged for these
scopes. This technology is also reflected in the scopes use, the focus requires considerable adjustment at various ranges and
windage/elevation drum adjustment is very limited. This manifests itself in limited engagement ranges and to obtain 600 yrds I
had to shim the rear mount. However once set up the scope/rifle combination was accurate but with the scopes limitations, you
cannot maximise the performance of the rifle and therefore when funds permit this scope will be replaced.
Range Test
I was keen to test fire this rifle, as my last shoot with a Dragunov was some twenty six years
earlier. Waiting for two weeks for the mount and scope to arrive was frustrating, therefore
my first range test was set at 100yrds, using iron sights, shooting supported from the
bench and using PPU ammunition. Recoil was noticeable and the short butt caused my
nose to brush the receiver, setting of the warning beacon to pull my head back before
things got painful.
The rifle was pretty much zeroed from the factory and therefore groups fell a couple
inches low but otherwise no major adjustment was required. Like all new rifles it takes a
few shots to get accustomed to how the rifle ticks, its recoil, its trigger pull etc but I was
surprised at the rifles accuracy, within a few shots I had a achieved a 15mm group with iron
sights and groups after that were all around an inch. It was a level of accuracy that I simply
didn't expect from a rifle of this type.
A little later my scope and mount arrived from Kalinka, so my next trip was to the range was to test the scope and its mount. As I
mentioned previously the rail was so misaligned, therefore I had to machine and re-align. The mount clamping mechanism had to
be adjusted to get the maximum practical clamping force without the use of tools. However my first shots were way of target and soon, even with maximum windage adjustment I
was still five inches from my point of aim and therefore I thought it was pointless to
continue as I was simply wasting ammunition. Upon clearing the rifle I noticed the recoil
stop had failed and the scope and its mount had moved down the mounting rail until it had
jammed - what a mess!!!!
Having replaced the Patriot mount with the FAB defence model it was off to the range
again, I still had the shim the rear ring to get 600yrds engagements but the whole
scope/mount combination was far superior. The scope as discussed above, still had its
limitations but groups were back down to approximately an one inch at 100yrds as was
confirmed by this 22mm group.
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Summary
You may have gathered by now that “my bag” or interest is unusual rifles and sniper rifles from the various ages, but Russian rifles

rarely float my boat as they are simply too functional. I purchased this rifle on a faded memory that was some twenty six years old,
going back to my days on the Yemen border and therefore felt there was some element of risk. These rifles are a niche market,
they are certainly not to everyone's taste and therefore if things didn't go well, I may struggle to sell and would certainly be out of
pocket. I have only shot some 150 rounds to date, all in a gallery range environment but the rifle has been eminently reliable,
surprisingly accurate and great fun to shoot.
Whilst the Pilade scope was acceptable, its limited drum elevation was going to be a limiting factor and the original mount was a
major disappointment. The combination of a powerful cartridge, heavy bullet and relatively light rifle does generate some
reasonable recoil forces but with the new furniture, longer butt and a decent recoil pad, it does make the rifle more pleasurable
to shoot. Do I have any construction criticism, not in its current format, in its original format yes, the butt was to short for my
stature but then the rifle is designed for a scope and the POSP scope in particular which uses the telescopic rubber eye cups
therefore neutralising my comment to a degree. My only other minor point was in dry weather the flash eliminator does throw up
debris which is a give away of a snipers position.
From a positive aspect and if I stick my ex soldiers head on this is a nice light rifle to carry, its ergonomics are good, the rifle handles
well and it comes easy into the aim. With its good accuracy I am glad I am the owner and the shooter of this rifle, rather than being
on the receiving end.
Update 23rd December 2017
In my first article I mentioned that I had to shim the scope to be able to zero the rifle. This was a short term solution and
investigating further revealed the scope rail on the side of the body was not aligned with the barrel. I couldn't replace the rifle and
I wasn't going to remove the rail and re-weld, therefore I fitted a 20moa base and rings to provide an acceptable solution.
Another issued that surfaced once I started to reload was sooty cases. Over the next few months I experimented with various Vihtavuori powders, but never really overcame the obturation issue. Whilst I was busy looking
at various load configurations it never occurred to me that the problem may lay with the bullet. Lapua stated
that the D166 bullet was designed with the 7.62x54R cartridge in mind and their website states to this day,
that the bullet diameter of .310. However when I measured the diameter, it was .309 which meant the bullets
where not providing sufficient resistance/obturation and therefore explained the poor case obturation. Bullet
options for .310/.311 are limited in the UK with PPU, Hornady and Sierra being the only suppliers. PPU bullets
lacked the accuracy, Hornady are too short, leaving Sierra .303 (.311) bullets as the only option. Reloading for
the Mosin Nagant rifle is relatively easy, reloading for a straight pull design like the Tigr is more complicated
with issues such as bullet seating and crimping being more critical. Long, crimped bullets are essential as the
distance from the cartridge to the lead (throat) is considerable and being a semi-automatic (UK straight pull)
the inertia forces when the bolt cycles are considerable and can “slam” the bullet out of the case and into the
lands. If the bullet is seated to long it will not fit in the magazine, plus it can be misaligned when it is fed into
the chamber as it is not properly supported by the cartridge neck. One advantage of the UK version of the rifle
is the “slam effect” can be negated somewhat by hand cycling.
Towards the end of 2017 I started using Reload Swiss (RS) Powders and the second cartridge I experimented
with was the 7.62x54R. Early results with RS60 where promising, when coupled to the Sierra 174gr .310 bullet.
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Obturation was achieved at lower pressures and therefore less felt recoil and less strain on the rifle. Whilst Sierra .310 bullets are
not crimped, I was pinching them ever so slightly to increase the bullet to case resistance. This procedure must be done with care
as the bullet must not be distorted.
With the obturation issue resolved, I turned to the scope and the
limited elevation. As discussed earlier not all of this was the
scopes fault, the misaligned mounting bracket was the root
cause and the 20 moa base and rings partially resolved the problem. I would have
preferred a Russian scope to keep in-line
with the heritage of the rifle, however Russian scopes still have limited capability and
therefore I turned to western designs.
It may be simply my impression, but large
scopes with large object lens of 50 or 56mm appear disproportionate to the rest of the rifle and therefore I was looking for a small
tactical style scope with a 30mm tube, magnification of 10 - 16 and small turrets. The logic behind the small turrets is the rifles
depth. With magazine, side rail and ring, depth is approximate 10” and large turrets will only increase this figure. The final solution
came in the form of a Sightron 2-10x32 S-TAC. A good all round scope with good optics and a semi-tactical reticule. I had no plans
to use the variable magnification but I did notice when I set the scope up for eye relief at x10, adjusting it to x2 required the
shooter to move his head back further to obtain a decent sight picture.

With the UK version of this rifle the action must be cycled manually and after firing 50 rounds or so the shooters cocking finger will
become sore, therefore fitting a enlarge cocking handle extension will reduce this minor unpleasantness.
I purchased this rifle in April 2016 and finally my first shoot in 2018, got me to where I wanted to be with this rifle. It had taken
me nearly two years to overcome the minor irritations and in my opinion was now getting the maximum accuracy out of the rifle
with the moderate recoil forces and velocity at just under 2500fps. In the UK this rifle is somewhat unusual but I enjoy shooting
it immensely, which gave me the perseverance to “get it right”.
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